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A break in the clouds that loom overhead, disperse rays of golden light across a
dapple-colour of blue crests and waves that spans across the horizon. Swallowed into
the scene just like the pebbles who are engulfed in spray warped and disfigured by the
howling wind It plays beautiful harmonics that resonate through the cracks as open
valves. The oceans symphony of wind , howling its haunting piece. It is perfectly
composed, where each movement can alter by a change of focus. Shifting from the
violent percussion of waves where a cymbal can crash from wave against the rocks.
Then it effortlessly transforms into the haunting singing of the wind howling from within
the rocks. The Orchestra collides with a chorus of a thousand leaves. Cracked from the
heat and speckled with white, imperfect they a sing their perfect notes. As a gust
sweeps through, it brings the chorus of a million into unison and song, swaying to and
fro to reach each note. Spanning across the ceiling the green tangle, their Eucalypt
brings the whole world together in one ever changing moment. With greedy arms that
reach toward the sky twisting and turning, as indecisive at the chorus they’ve attached.
Though silent trunks, straight and bold, are stippled with pealing bark, as if the stories
they hold as if they are overflowing and ripping at it seams. Revealing the within the
thin stripes, all that is kept hidden inside, now exposed through the trees true colours.
A performance of colours ranging from red, orange and yellow, to bursts of a violent
green. It’s almost as if they were offering a new story in each stripe. Beneath the choir
of leaves a single stream underpins the otherwise incomplete symphony. Like a skilled
musician she is, its round twists and turns effortlessly transforms with every gust and lull
of the thousand strong choirs above. From its bends and, to the unexpected the stones
she adapts. Each tiny wave distorts the roes- moles that stipple across the golden
pebbled flooring beneath. Each fickle and freckled one is pulled and pushed by her
gentle current. The voices above recede into the green sky above until only a trickle of
a stream is left and that too quietens in anticipation. This time the music subsides for a
solo of a modest rush of the wind. Her song haunts the sunburnt country that spans
until the horizon. This still and desolate land of sweeping plains unanimously moulded
into one shade at first. The individual grains of sand have a distinct pigment and dye
which stains even the wind that sweeps across the wide brown land. The thirsty ground
kicks up a fuss, illuminating the path the dry storm who gives a brief respite to the earth
that glows red from heat. As if searching for the something of significance, it trails off
wondering into the distance. Stopping abruptly, so as to admire the interrupted
pitiless blue sky. Uninterrupted, unopposed, she spans the infinity, swallowing up any
depth or contours into a sea of blue. She beams down upon the land before her
watching its beauty in sheer simplicity, in the single colour glowing back. As the blue
fades into glorious night, like as if she were unveiling a display of what is underneath.
Each freckle becomes more prominent until their magnificence bursts out onto the
black surroundings. The patterns of tiny solitary flames shine their flame alone with
dramatic juxtaposition upon the black backdrop, they expand to fill the horizon with
hues of blue and red.

They construct rivers and valleys of stars from all spectrums as their colour floods the
sky, filling it with wonder and light. They swallow up even the black that surrounds
them, transforming it into pink and red hues of light. Off.
Into the real world, you can’t escape it forever. It was only a invention, a dream. Where
once stood the majesty of the world before reveals only the grey of the ceiling. It’s no
longer covered in the freckles of the sky. The walls, the same stark grey, aren’t
flooded with the rich colours and life. Below feels lifeless nothing moves, not enriched
with flowing dappled life. Even the silence is defining, the music of the world replace
with the whirring of an engine. The majesty and grace that once stood is just a file
Images, hallucinations projected onto walls. All seems lost, this world, its beauty,
reduced to this.

